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Gieni desires sharing its strong passion for real exotic skins with you!!!
We are very fond of exotic leather products, highly prestigious and refined, and since long time exotic skin has conquered
our hearts becoming not only our preferred skin but also the material that we consider most suitable for the realization of
Luxury items.
Exclusive python handbags, crocodile handbags, ostrich handbags, and cocco-ligator handbags are certainly the
most prestigious items that Gleni can offer.
Here below you can find a brief description of the many types of products we can offer to the customers:
REAL CROCODILE HANDBAG:
these items don’t need any presentation because their prestige speaks for them. Everybody likes these handbags but
these products unfortunately are not accessible to all the people because of their elevated price. The skin is very soft, perfectly
adaptable to the shape of the bag and the colors are attractive and fashionable but also very refined. Discover all by yourselves
what makes these bags so special and so unreachable…
COCCO-LIGATOR HANDBAGS:
these handbags preserve the same shining beauty of the real crocodile bag and also the same prestige but at a
cheaper price and therefore they are more accessible to many customers. There are two different types of leather: leather
realized according the so called Ligator process and leather realized according the so called Hornback process. For a more
detailed information about the difference between Ligator and Hornback, you can visit the page reserved to cocco-ligator
handbags and discover by yourselves the fabulous beauty and refinement of our articles: a success in price and quality!
PROFESSIONAL LINE:
this line is addressed either to our men customers or to our women customers; we offer many types of folders, brief-cases,
agendas, bags, travel items. The skin used for these products is leather tanned to vegetable. Better your knowledge of
these items and we are sure that our handbags and professional accessories will immediately conquer you for their elegance
and extraordinary practicality. The right product to be elegant and fashion at work!
BELTS AND SMALL LEATHER ACCESSORIES:
is the other range of products that we desire showing you here. These belts are certainly realized with prestigious python skin
and they can perfectly be combined with handbags made of the same python leather. There are many models of belts
whose buckles are similar to those present on the handbags. Take a look at these accessories , giving attention to the various
deeper news concerning these products in order to find the best item that most reflects your taste and your style
SMALL LEATHER ACCESSORIES BELONGING TO PROFESSIONAL LINE:
includes many small accessories, wallets, purses, and also many elegant men's belts. For further information about these items,
please visit its page on line!
You can find more detailed information about each type of skin used, by visiting the pages concerning our products so that you
can decide all by yourselves the product which is most suitable for your personality and…. for your pockets!
Everything you find in this section smells of new and refined : the excellent quality of all the skins, the traditional craftsmanship
that takes care of every detail, even of the most complex and difficult to carry out, the choice of models which are undeniably
sophisticated but sober and the opportunity to create any kind of model; these qualities are all strength elements of our
company.
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